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Letter from the Chair and Crisis Director 
Dear Delegates, 
 
 Congratulations on choosing PDI’s exciting Ad Hoc committee! You are in for a wild ride this 
weekend as you contend with an unknown enemy, an unfamiliar world order, and some intense war games. 

But perhaps I’m getting ahead of myself - I’m Harry Shapiro, your chair. I’m a First Year Chicagoan 
studying Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering with certificates (minors) in Engineering and Management 
Systems and the History and Practice of Diplomacy. I have participated in Model UN since my freshman 
year of high school at the UChicago Laboratory Schools (popularly known as “Chilab” on the high school 
circuit). Since then, I have been to around twenty conferences on the high school and college circuits, led 
Chilab’s team, and am proud to be serving on Princeton conference staff after attending their high school 
conference as a delegate for three years. Ad Hoc committees are my personal favorites because they 
require you to think on your feet and practice the confident “BS-ing” that comes in handy a lot in life. 

In my spare time, I enjoy running, exploring the outdoors, and learning about geopolitical history. 
I’m also a licensed private pilot, and I go flying some weekends with my friends. I especially have a passion 
for the intersection of science and policy, so I am excited to see how you folks integrate technology and 
creative military tactics into your directives and crisis arcs. Kris and I are both very precise people who 
know a great deal of military history between us. As an engineer, I am also quite familiar with the Law of 
Conservation of Mass, which states that you cannot make an army appear out of thin air! 

I want everyone here to have a fun experience at PDI - if you aren’t having fun, I’m doing my job 
wrong! Feel free to reach out to me with any questions. 
 
All the Best, 
-Harry Shapiro (h.shapiro@princeton.edu) 
 
Dear Delegates,  
 Welcome to the future! This committee will hopefully be like no other you have ever participated in. 
I have taken the time to create not only a fleshed out combat system to help resolve international crises, 
but realistic aliens and technology which complies with the laws of physics. It is my intention that this 
committee not only makes delegates consider policy, but the broader implications of alien life and how it will 
affect every human life on Earth.          

I am Kris Hristov, your crisis director, hailing from Bulgaria, currently residing in the United States. I 
speak Bulgarian, English and Russian and will be studying international relations and global security. I’m a 
fan of all hard science fiction and military history. This is my second year on Princeton’s Model UN team 
and staffing PDI.  This year I was tasked with writing all of the background guides and most of the 
characters you and the rest of your delegations will be dealing with in committee. Feel free to reach out with 
feedback, comments or questions about the committee or conference as a whole.  

 
Best of luck,  

-Kris Hristov (khristov@princeton.edu) 
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Committee Description 
 

“Two possibilities exist: either we are alone in the Universe or we are not. Both are equally terrifying.”  
-Arthur C Clarke 

 
Delegates, welcome to 2030. You have been brought here on behalf of your respective nations to 

lead humanity in the greatest journey in human history. 
 
 Two weeks ago, a tracking station in the Australian desert detected a new star in the sky. Over the 

course of several days, it was tracked moving across the heavens. All protocol concerning the discovery 
was followed, all space programs: SETI, the UN, NASA, Roscosmos, ESA, CSA, JAXA have agreed that it 
is a massive extraterrestrial spacecraft.  

 
Direct images from the James Webb Space telescope reveal it to be a conical craft of unknown 

size. It is presently firing engines to slow down into orbit, which is why we were able to observe it in the first 
place. Based on its current trajectory, it should reach Earth’s orbit in around 18 months, on June 1st, 2031.  
 

This committee will be unique in both structure and abilities of individual delegates.  Rather than 
amassing power over time, you will start with almost total control of your nations. While international 
cooperation is strongly encouraged, each and every nation has its own agenda.  
 
 The first two committee sessions will simulate the year and a half before the aliens arrive, while the 
second two will be during first contact.  
 

As space plays a crucial role in these committees, the launch of satellites and other space assets 
will be announced as they occur. While rockets in real life take years to prepare and launch, we will speed 
up the process as the current crisis means space assets will take on a new priority for every nation.  

 
 Combat and military simulations will also be restructured. Rather than abstract numbers of soldiers 
and vehicles, each military will begin with a specific number of land, sea and air units, divided into armies, 
fleets and squadrons respectively. For the sake of simplicity, these groups will have simplified compositions 
and logistics, but as a delegate you can raise more units, develop better tactics or equipment or change the 
structure of your forces.  
 
 As a final note, I strongly encourage delegates to read every nation’s background guides as they 
possess valuable information about the global politics of 2030.  
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Combat Index 
 

In many crisis simulations, a common issue you may have encountered is the lack of any coherent 
numbers in my armies and air forces.  
 

The following system will be employed to actually give you a concrete number on what your nation 
can bring to the battlefield. These are very rough estimates based on present military strength and 
modernization plans. All numbers are based off of GlobalFirepowerIndex.org and the current plans of each 
military for the near future. The size of armies, fleets and squadrons has been standardized for simplicity.  
 

Military units will be divided for simplicity into armies (25,000 men), fleets (12-20 ships) and 
squadrons (24 aircraft). For the sake of simplicity, assume that specific weapons systems are equivalent to 
one another in capability unless upgraded by a delegate. If these units are to engage in combat, crisis will 
determine a winner based on a variety of factors. If you order particular movements, equipment deployment 
or tactics, they will be incorporated into combat.  
 

While a military unit will not decrease in quality when damaged, it can be destroyed. Depending on 
abilities, countries may be able to produce better military units with better technology over time. You can 
improve your own units from the onset through crisis notes.  

 
Combat Index:  
 
-Unit: any army, fleet or squadron 
-Army: approximately 25,000 soldiers, along with supporting vehicles and equipment. These can vary in 
quality significantly. 
-Fleet: 12-30 warships along with auxiliary support units 

-Carrier groups: A special type of fleet unit, these include aircraft carriers and escorts. They are 
automatically the strongest fleet units.  

-Squadron: 24 aircraft and support equipment 
-Combat squadrons: Most nations have these, for simplicity’s sake, these include all types of 
aircraft, fighter, attack, bomber, early warning and tanker. Crisis will resolve whose squadrons are 
better trained. 
-Transport squadrons: These are airlifters which can transport troops and equipment beyond a 
nation's borders. They are essential for power projection.   
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Space Index 
 

Space is incredibly important to modern life. Access to space resources, launch services even 
orbits is enormously influential. As leaders of your respective nations, I strongly advise everyone to 
consider the possibilities in orbit.  
 

Space launch is extremely important in this committee. As it is very easy to track new satellites, all 
launches will be announced as they occur, though the purpose of each launch may be classified by the 
country launching the. Almost every nation in this committee has access to orbital class launch vehicle 
which can put satellites, but not necessarily people into space.  

 
Space launches can be ordered through crisis notes, joint notes for larger projects or directives. 

The speed at which satellites will be prepared will be much faster than that in real life. Due to the difficulty 
of building some of these space assets, countries can also sign deals for other nations to build equipment 
for them and possibly pay a third country launch it into space.  

 
As a helpful guide, here are a few types of satellites which presently exist. Delegates can always 

design more. 
 

-Space Telescope: Can be of a variety of types, visible light, x-ray, etc. Used to study distant bodies and 
objects in space. One of the most expensive and difficult objects for a nation to build.  
 
-Satellite Navigation: These are satellites that provide global positioning for ships, cars, trains, etc. The 
most famous are the American GPS satellites, but Russia and the EU both have advanced systems, with 
China and India developing their own. 
  
-Scientific: Used for monitoring Earth’s “vitals”, such as sea ice, the progress of forest fires, geologic 
mapping with radar, etc. These can also be space probes sent outside of Earth’s orbit.  
 
-Communications: This is a broad category which can provide anything from provide internet, cellular or 
television connections on Earth.  
 
-Space Station: Allows for a long term manned presence in space or on the surface of other planets. 
Currently the only major one is the Joint Lunar Research Base, built by the US, Russia, Canada, EU and 
Japan. It consists of a space station in orbit and a small compound on the surface of the Moon, each 
capable of sustaining 16 humans. There is also two small orbiting hotels for ultra-rich tourists.  
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Global Status 
 
The world of 2030 has radically changed. Climate change is predicted to be the biggest influencer 

in global politics, both in 2030 and for the foreseeable future. The concept of breadbasket countries, 
nations with smaller populations that can produce a major food surplus while maintaining a strong military 
are now viewed as the powerhouses of tomorrow. Russia, Brazil and Canada are the primary candidates 
for the global hegemony by 2100.  
 

The wars of the future look to be fought over water, food and growing areas as oil begins to be 
phased out. Governments now look forward to the long run, as they must adapt to a changing world, or 
succumb to the Great Powers that did so first.  
 
Asia:  

The unification of Korea has split East-Asia into three distinct power blocs, described by Russian 
President Valenkov as the Concert of Asia. The United States has stabilized its position on the continent, 
backing both Korea and Japan against China. China’s one belt, one road has increased its economic 
standing, but increasing national debt and dramatically slower economic growth. Japan has stabilized her 
birth rates, through heavy social welfare, at high cost to the government and economy.  
 

Severe storms are hitting Southeast Asia more frequently and causing heavy damage. India and 
China are at odds over the dwindling water reserves in the Himalayas. Indian military buildup in the 
mountains has led to multiple skirmishes with Chinese border troops. Indonesia has entered a tentative 
alliance with India and conducted multiple naval exercises, clashing with Chinese warships.  
 

Outside of Asia, China has effectively begun colonizing Africa, backing local political parties which 
send it raw materials, to sustain its now mostly service based economy. This has created significant 
political divides among Africans and the Chinese, who see themselves as too dependent on their foreign 
investments.  
 
South America: 

Brazil is rising as a regional power, exporting to its neighbors using its own version of China’s 
successful One Belt One Road initiative. Paradoxically, as the Amazon is cut down day by day, Brazil is 
also developing new sustainable bio-technologies for its own use and for the world. The Brazilian military is 
also modernizing, with ambitions of building its own aircraft carrier to secure dominance over the continent.  
 
North America: 

The US and Mexico are at odds with climate change and access to clean water as aquifers run dry. 
Severe storms batter the Gulf of Mexico each year. Canada is starting to benefit as permafrost melts, 
allowing for increased crop yields. The United States remains the strongest military, but it now has to 
contend with military competition from many Great Powers. Faced with the prospect of Canada’s economy 
becoming a major breadbasket, the United States has reportedly considered annexing its northern 
neighbor.  
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Europe:  
The EU has been strengthened, a European identity of national self-determination being built up by 

stronger, more authoritarian rule in the early 2020’s. Cooperation and expansion eastwards continues. 
Ukraine was accepted as a member on the same day as Russia was offered to begin ascension talks in 
2028. This followed an agreement where Crimea was controversially conceded to Russia, while Eastern 
Ukraine was reintegrated to its home country.  

 
Russia is now the biggest single trading partner for food and natural gas and as the Siberian 

permafrost melts this will only grow. Russia is set to become the largest breadbasket nation, capable of 
feeding the entire planet if properly developed. Russian membership in the reformed EU is the biggest, 
most dividing question of the day, with Ukraine and Poland strongly opposing it, threatening military action.  
 
Africa:  

Massive population growth and resource management crises have been cut short by effective 
family planning and investments. Africa has reached an unprecedented level of economic development 
over the past decade, poverty levels have dramatically fallen throughout much of the continent. This comes 
at the price of Russian and Chinese investments and backing for authoritarian parties which support the 
export of local raw materials. In return, Russia and China sell Africa high tech resources such as nuclear 
reactors, jet airliners and weapons. This evolved neo-colonialism has not been popular for many African 
states, whose leaders are seen as mere figureheads for foreign interests.  
 
Australia: 

Sustainability has been the key here, while temperatures rise, Australia has proven itself up for the 
challenge. On January 1st, 2030, Australia became 100% renewable powered and energy independent. 
Little turmoil is expected in the region, although rising temperatures have become an increasing issue, as 
has clean water.   
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Questions for Consideration 
 
Public Awareness:  
 As of now, the people of Earth have not been informed of the alien ship bearing down on them. There are 
rumors circulating, but the first order of business for this committee should be the creation of a public service 
announcement to officially recognize the aliens as arriving.  If the committee is to choose to keep the aliens secret, 
there is an added risk that an amateur astronomer could notice the ship and post online. With enough independent 
verification, the secret could get out. This will be the first test for the committee.  
 
Communications with the aliens:  

As of now, we have no way of communicating with the aliens. We do not know whether or not they have a 
spoken language, or if they are even biological in origin. There are many theories, but effective policy setting will be 
key to solving perhaps the greatest challenge humanity has ever faced.  
 
Kessler Syndrome:  
 This is also known as an orbital cascade. Due to the massive amount of space junk left orbiting the Earth 
since the Sputnik days, the growing amount of space debris poses a serious threat. If two objects collide at orbital 
speed they will explode and create potentially millions more. With millions of objects travelling faster than bullets 
orbiting the earth, a large enough collision could create an irreversible chain of events that would end up destroying 
every satellite in orbit and creating a cloud of debris too dangerous for any human spacecraft to travel through.  
 
Protocol A 

What will occur on Earth when the aliens arrive? Scientists currently recommend a flexible plan for each 
nation with a facet for: Military action, diplomatic action and civilian response. As we have currently not 
communicated with the aliens, this may change. However, military contingencies and possible survival shelters may 
be a wise place to begin.  
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Global Military Status 
 

Overall Ranking Armies Fleets Carrier 
Groups 

Combat 
Squadrons 

Transport 
Squadrons 

Deployed 
Nuclear 
Weapons 

United States 50 15 20 180 90 
 

1700 

Russian 
Federation 

40 15 1 80 50 1800 

EU 40 10 8 70 40 400 

China 60 20 3 80 30 100 
India 55 15 3 65 35 100 

Brazil 40 12 1 15 12 0 

Indonesia 30 10 0 5 10 0 

Japan 15 10 4 25 20 0 

Greater Korea 20 10 2 15 10 10 

Algeria 30 10 0 12 10 0 

Canada 7 4 2 5 4 0 

Ukraine 12 1 0 4 6 0 

Mexico 13 2 0 2 5 0 
Australia 10 2 2 5 5 0 

Argentina 10 4 0 5 5 0 

South Africa 7 1 0 2 2 0 

 
 

This is a very rough estimate based on the website Global Firepower Index with some extrapolations and balancing. 
As the balance of power in the world is uneven, the military distribution also will be. The military strengths listed here 
are also influenced by past performance in recent wars: China and India’s inexperienced officer corps and lack of any 
combat deployments led to them being lower than the EU and Russia, despite possessing numerically larger armies 
and fleets. Nuclear weapons are also helpful for increasing overall ranking. 
 
When crises are resolved, we will take into consideration a variety of factors. Keep in mind that all armies are not 
created equal and will perform differently depending on the environment and orders you give. You can always clarify 
with crisis what you want your forces to do and inquire about capabilities.  
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President of the United States: Alexander Peterson 
 

Peterson is the first candidate in years to have support from both the Republicans and Democrats. 
He was elected in 2028, amidst a tide of criticism that the United States was too divided and partisan on 
issues concerning climate change, education and public transit. A Democrat from Wisconsin, Peterson has 
worked to unify the nation through technological progress with his New Deal 2029 program. Peterson’s 
strength is in his ability to compromise and come up with a solution. He has however, made powerful 
enemies among the more radical parts of both parties, who see him as an outsider, detached from party 
allegiance and too far from their control. 
 

Foreign policy is not Peterson’s strong suite, but he has appointed an effective cadre of 
ambassadors to keep America on the now contested global stage. Peterson is on the middle ground on the 
recent developments in Russia’s potential ascension to the EU. He has taken the role of the mediator, 
trying to broker peace in international conflicts. 
 

America in 2030 is faced with a variety of challenges. The new frequency of hurricanes, wildfires 
and droughts has made disaster mitigation a priority, with Peterson moving to restructure FEMA and create 
a rapid disaster response force using military and civilian elements. The United States has been challenged 
in Africa and Europe as the European Union has created its own joint army command separate from the 
US, while China and Russia has begun to take a dominant role in policing Africa and providing economic 
aid. America still leads the world in many fields, but the EU, Russia and China are close behind and all are 
now on similar levels of economic development. 
 
America in space (NASA):  
Manned Spacecraft: SpaceX Dragon, NASA Orion 
Rocket: Falcon and Vulcan family rockets 
Special Assets:  
 
-James Webb and Kepler 2 Space Telescopes 
 
-Kennedy Space Center Electromagnetic launch system, a prototype railgun for launching cheap satellites 
into orbit. Under development 
 
-GPS satellite navigation system 
 
-Joint Lunar Research Base, collaboration with Russia, EU, Canada and Japan.  
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President of the Russian Federation: Ivan Valenkov 
 
The exact proceedings that brought Ivan Valenkov to power in 2026 are unknown. It is known he is 

a star student from Yekaterinburg, the son of a banker who profited under Putin’s Russia. Valenkov was 
educated at Lomonosov State University in Moscow, having earned a doctorate in political science from the 
Institute of World Economy and International Relations. Valenkov is one of the youngest world leaders 
today at only 49. He has largely continued the policies of his predecessor, Anatoly Smirnov, although 
Valenkov has reduced the power of the oligarchs abroad.   
 

President Valenkov’s main focus is the integration of Russia with the rest of Europe. With Russia’s 
melting permafrost, thousands of square kilometers of new agricultural land will open up, creating the 
world’s largest breadbasket in the far North. Valenkov has moved to heavily militarize the far North, expand 
local cities and encourage Russians to settle there. Valenkov’s policies have greatly boosted the Russian 
economy which is now the fifth largest in the world and reversed the declining birth rate.  

 
Abroad, Valenkov has been largely seen as a reasonable figure, who has attempted to reconcile 

with Ukraine. Tensions are still relatively high, but Valenkov’s secret meetings during his ambassadorship 
to Ukraine preceded a withdrawal of Russian forces from Eastern Ukraine in 2025. He has since affirmed 
Crimea is a Russian territory, which Ukraine and the rest of the world formally disagree with, but have not 
contested.  
 

The Russia of 2030 is a global powerhouse of military and space technologies, providing nuclear 
reactors to Africa, weapons to the Middle East and satellites for Southeast Asia. Russia has also 
maintained her military presence in Bashar Al-Assad’s Syria, creating a permanent military base abroad.  
 
Russia in space (Roscosmos):  
Manned Spacecraft: Soyuz-N 
Rocket: Soyuz 5, Angara 
Special Assets:  
 
-Molniya Nuclear Joint Fusion Research Facility: a military base working to create advanced nuclear 
engines and power systems, cooperation with the EU, located in Siberia 
-GLOSSNASS satellite navigation system 
-Joint Lunar Research Base collaboration with USA, EU, Canada and Japan. 
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President of the European Commission: Hans Koenig 
 
Hans Koenig is a former Luftwaffe pilot, turned politician in the mid 2020’s. While the European 

Union experienced turmoil in the early 2020’s, Koening rose to the top as a man with a simple promise, 
return the prosperity to Europe and Europeans. His policies concerning immigration have been divisive, but 
his anti-corruption and reformed EU constitution created a less bureaucratic, more efficient EU, which has 
received wide support from right and left. Koenig sees the EU as a vehicle to guide Europe forward, but he 
has repeatedly placed special emphasis on national sovereignty and identity coming first.  
 

Koenig was instrumental in bringing Ukraine into the EU and extending an invitation to Russia to 
ascend. This has strongly divided European politicians, but Koenig and the majority of EU analysts agree it 
is the best option for Europe’s future as a stable union and economic superpower. Ukraine has still yet to 
join the EU, with official ascension scheduled to occur in December of 2030. 
 

Koenig holds limited power over the EU’s now partially unified military, but he has moved to 
increase cooperation with Russia, while also supporting European energy independence, placing him at 
odds with the expansionist Russia in some facets. Koenig’s goal is a Europe that can feed, protect and 
power itself sustainably, setting an example for the 21st century and beyond. He has however, made 
enemies among the French military elite in particular, who have been reluctant to commit their nuclear arms 
to European jurisdiction.  
 
EU in space (European Space Agency: ESA):  
Manned Spacecraft: None 
Rocket: Ariane 6  
Special Assets: 
 
-Molniya Nuclear Joint Fusion Research Facility: a military base working to create advanced nuclear 
engines and power systems, cooperation with Russia, located in Siberia 
-Galileo satellite navigation system 
 
-Joint Lunar Research Base, collaboration with USA, Russia, Canada and Japan. 
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President of Ukraine: Yulia Kovalenko 
 

 Kovalenko is the youngest president of Ukraine since its independence from the Soviet Union.  She 
is the first woman to hold the title of president of Ukraine.  
 

A former soldier, she signed up to defend her nation at 18 years old, fighting in Donetsk during the 
Civil War of 2014-2019.  Following her military service, Kovalenko joined the Ukrainian diplomatic service, 
meeting personally with then Ambassador, now Russian President Valenkov. Their secret meetings in 2025 
led to a formal end to the Ukrainian Civil War and a restoration of Ukrainian borders which did not include 
Crimea.   
 

Kovalenko’s strong, yet reasonable stance on key issues have made her a well-liked figure within 
Ukraine and in the wider EU. She has pledged to work on mending ties with Russia, but has opposed 
Russian entry into the EU, pledging to oppose it as soon as Ukraine enters.  

 
Abroad, Kovalenko has encouraged investment in Ukraine and worked to continue rebuilding 

heavy industry, reverse the declining birthrate and encouraged cooperation with EU members. She has an 
excellent relationship with the Polish government, with who, Ukraine is developing a new attack helicopter.  

 
Ukraine in Space: (State Space Agency of Ukraine- SSAU) 
Manned Spacecraft: None 
Rocket: Zirka (Star) 
Special Assets: 
 
-Yuzmash Machine Plant: An aerospace industrial concern dating back to the Soviet Union, the machine 
plant has seen considerable investment since the early 2020s. With cheap labor but relatively high quality 
goods, the EU has begun producing much of its high tech goods here to reduce dependence on China. The 
facility is capable of building most types of civilian and some military aircraft. It also manufactures Ukraine’s 
Zirka rockets.  
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President of the People’s Republic of China: Guo Bo 
 
After the sudden death of Xi Jinping in 2025, a young star in the party, Guo Bo, was appointed as 

the next General Secretary of the Chinese Communist party and President of the People’s Republic of 
China. His path to power was circuitous, first working as a climate scientist doing research at Peking 
University and serving as Science Advisor to the Beijing government. He then served as Mayor of Beijing 
for several years before being appointed to the Politburo in 2022 at the 20th Party Congress. 
 
 Now at 2030, Guo Bo leads a China threatened by climate change and isolation in the international 
community. China’ Belt and Road Initiative has extended their trade network throughout Central Asia and 
Africa, where China has very good trade relations. Due to the great disparity between China’s economy 
and many of its trade partners, China essentially controls the affairs of much of East Africa, which has led 
to a decrease in trade with the EU and United States.   
 

Despite China’s growing wealth throughout the 20’s, greater demands for civil rights led to swift 
oppression by the Chinese government that utilized facial recognition, bioscanners, and other high tech 
methods of monitoring and policing citizens across the nation. Bo has done his best to maintain control 
over China, now considered a developed nation.   
 
China in Space: (Chinese National Space Administration- CNSA) 
Manned Spacecraft: Shenzhou 
Rocket: Long March 5 
Special Assets:  
 
-Wukong’s Messenger, a space probe en-route to Jupiter. It is equipped with high resolution cameras, 
scientific instruments and radiation meters. It was meant to dive into Jupiter’s atmosphere and conduct 
research on potential organic material in the high levels. The probe will be passing close to the alien 
spacecraft in several months’ time and has enough fuel to realign itself to follow it and take close up 
images.  
 
-One Rail Network, a nationwide high speed rail network with infrastructure capable of moving thousands of 
troops and entire divisions of armored vehicles anywhere within hours. This network has largely replaced 
Chinese military airlifters in domestic use. Currently it is under civilian control but it can be flipped to military 
jurisdiction at a moment’s notice.  
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Prime Minister of India: Rohan Nair 
 
Rohan Nair inherited a complex political situation upon his election. Following the 2025 tsunami, 

where 150,000 people died, primarily of preventable causes, public approval of the ruling party dramatically 
decreased. The blame was placed on inadequate disaster response protocols and the government which 
had wholesale neglected disaster prevention. India in 2030 is also behind on its climate obligations, with 
carbon emissions still high and pollution levels well above those of other recently industrialized nations.  
 
 Nair descends from a long line of politicians. His rise to power was gradual and his policies 
conventional. Nair focused on developing India sustainably and pledged radical measures to cut emissions 
and pollution, such as entirely banning gasoline powered vehicles in certain cities and shutting all of India’s 
remaining coal power plants by 2032. Nair’s restructuring of the national disaster response teams and 
implementation of strict building codes has been met with support but is seen as some as being too 
hardline and favoring the rich who can afford regulation compliant houses.  
 

Nair’s foreign policy was a careful balance of power in Asia, working with Indonesia to counter 
China on the seas. Nair has also created a delicate working balance of Pakistan, but the Kashmir situation 
has stagnated, as the water in the region’s glaciers will only become more critical as the century 
progresses. Nair has christened India’s second domestic built aircraft carrier, putting the nation on par with 
China in terms of fleet size.   
 
India in space (Indian Space Research Organization - ISRO) 
Manned Spacecraft: Gaganyaan (undergoing development) 
Rocket: GSLV Mark IV 
Special Assets: 
  
-Vishnu Marine Monitoring System: a specialized network of underwater buoys and sensor platforms in the 
Indian Ocean. It serves a dual purpose, both for earthquake and tsunami monitoring and for monitoring the 
movements of aircraft and ships. Vishnu tracks both civilian and military traffic, serving as a GPS for the 
deep sea, taking into account currents and storms better than space based systems, while costing a 
fraction of what GPS or GLOSNASS cost.  
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President of Brazil: Isaac Pontes 
 

Isaac Pontes is a career politician from Curitiba in Southern Brazil. His goal, since entering politics 
has been making Brazil a new Great Power, one on par with India and Korea. Pontes has fostered a close 
partnership with the United States, while rebuilding Brazil’s military institutions and expanding the military. 
Having studied Russia and China, Pontes aims to create a state with the food production capacity of 
Russia and the One Belt One Road infrastructure of China for the continent of South America. 
 

Pontes’ social programs have radically split the Brazilian populace. While many applaud his military 
modernization, his massive spending on infrastructure to neighboring countries for export and prioritizing 
the Amazon rainforest over social welfare programs have been met with criticism from the left. 
 

Pontes in space has supported the New Space Family, to oppose the US-Russia-EU-Japan-
Canada bloc which has so far begun to colonize the moon. Pontes wants to band Brazil, China and India to 
create their own space station to counter the bloc, but has thus far received limited support. He has 
however developed Brazil’s aerospace industries and encouraged more export of Brazilian regional 
airliners and medium sized military airlifters.  
 
Brazil in Space (Brazilian Space Agency)  
Manned Spacecraft: under development, unnamed 
Rocket: Tordo  
Special Assets:  
 
-C38 compound, a secretive facility specializing in the creation of biofuels and alternatives to petrol. It is 
also working to create more advanced plant based biomaterials, which can have applications in the 
defense, construction and medical sectors. 
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Prime of the Republic of Indonesia: Hasan Prasetyo 
 
Prasetyo was an engineer by trade, educated in Gadjah Majah University, majoring in Geological 

Engineering. He was never interested in politics, but his 2026 thesis on the theory on seismic waves 
following a major earthquake drew the attention of a governor trying to earthquake-proof a high speed rail 
line.  
 

Prasetyo’s solution was small scale mass dampers and an AI based system to detect and counter 
seismic waves. It was hailed as revolutionary and adopted in many earthquake prone countries. With this 
system, rail lines can stay open throughout natural disasters and deliver much needed aid to otherwise 
unreachable locations where roads and airstrips have been destroyed.  
 
 Prasetyo was hailed as a hero by the Indonesian people. Many prominent figures suggested that 
the country needed an engineer to build Indonesia into a sustainable global power. Prasetyo’s victory was 
welcomed, he has since worked to build up Indonesia’s infrastructure and he has invested in experimental 
geo-engineering technologies.  
 
 Indonesia in 2030 holds a unique position in that it has no sworn enemies, maintaining some form 
of relations with every major power. While China has encroached on Indonesian territory, Indonesia 
responded by cautiously allying with India. Prasetyo opposes this alliance in the long term, but hardliners 
within the military establishment want to establish Indonesia as the leader of a “South-East Asian NATO” to 
counter China.  
 
Indonesia in Space (National Institute of Aeronautics and Space: LAPAN) 
Manned Spacecraft: None 
Rocket: under development (in collaboration with Russian Federation) 
Special Assets: 
 
-Bumi Research Center: A research center created by Prasetyo at Gadjah Majah University, specializing in 
geo-engineering and terra-forming. Currently working to invent new ways of earthquake proofing and 
devising out ways to prevent earthquake damage in cities entirely.  
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President of Japan: Hiromi Okada 
 

 A little known lawyer from the city of Yokohama, Okada gained national fame following negotiations 
with Russia on the Kuril Islands. As a national celebrity, Okada announced his interest in running for 
president and won on a simple platform of stopping the demographic crisis and restoring Japan’s position 
as a recognized Great Power.  
 

Okada has shown strong anti-Chinese leanings, believing that China was a major threat to Japan. 
Okada has strongly favored collaboration with the United States and Russia. Okada took power following 
the negotiations, where he gained popularity among conservatives for returning the islands to Japan and 
promising full demilitarization of the region. Okada has also favored strong family planning programs and 
tax breaks for each child a couple has.  

 
Okada has strongly encouraged Japanese military deployments abroad for disaster relief, such as 

the Japanese carriers sent to relieve Indonesian cities affected by a 2027 tsunami. He has been a divisive 
figure for Japan’s space sector, encouraging development of domestic technologies but withholding certain 
developments from the international market and allowing the Japanese defense industry to inflate budgets, 
placing Japan at odds with China.  

 
Okada’s social policies have increased the divide between rich and poor, as his centralized 

economic plans have favored traditional families and prioritized employment for them over singles.  
 

Japan in Space (Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency: JAXA)  
Manned Spacecraft: None 
Rocket: H3 
Special Assets:  
 
-Cyclone Laboratory:  An advanced robotics facility and proving ground built by the leading Japanese 
defense contractors to develop new disaster relief, deep sea and space robotics. The laboratory has also 
been contracted to develop new weapons and armor for the Japanese military.  
 
-Joint Lunar Research Base collaboration with USA, EU, Canada and Russia. 
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President of Greater Korea: Seon-Yeon Park 
 

A former lawyer from Seoul, President Park was highly influential in the deals that unified Korea. 
She gained prominence in American foreign policy circles as a staunch advocate for American militarism in 
the area and is seen by many Koreans, especially those from the former North as a divisive and 
uncompromising figure.  

 
Nevertheless, she has overseen a dramatic period of development for the North, bringing it up to 

standards, rebuilding the country with foreign aid. With a special deal of friendship signed between Korea 
and Japan, Park has made her mark as a diplomat and leader in Asia.  

 
Park has been critical of China, openly considering them a threat. She has leveraged Korea’s 

considerable military against the super power, increasing tensions. A minor incident on the border in 2028 
resulted in seven casualties when Chinese artillery units on routine practice hit a Korean forward position, 
killing a high ranking officer. Park has made it her priority to stand up to China and challenge their position 
in Asia.  

 
Domestically, Park has encouraged development and moving forward with Greater Korea. The 

republic has seen massive GDP and quality of life growth with foreign investment from the US, EU, Japan 
and Russia. All is not well however, a splinter faction from the former North have been rumored to finance 
Korea’s communist party, which has been increasingly prominent following Park’s aggression towards 
China.  

 
 
Korea in Space (Korea Aerospace Research Institute):  
Manned Spacecraft: None 
Rocket: KSLV-3 
Special Assets:  
 
-Ulsan Shipyards: now the world’s biggest shipyard, owned by Hyundai Heavy Industries. The shipyard 
employs 30,000 people. It is capable of building high quality ships and since 2026, submarines, for civilian 
and military applications. Currently it has been working on a prototype underwater hotel for 500 people to 
be placed at the bottom of the Caribbean Sea as a special diving stop for cruise ships. Defense analysts 
have concluded it could also be used to produce massive rockets if the need arose.  
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Prime Minister of Australia: Ethan Reynolds 
 

Reynolds is a former astronaut, having visited the Lunar Base in 2028. His rise to political power 
was almost accidental, he ran on a bet, but received massive popular support because of his stance on 
international cooperation and moving towards a global peace. He has been very critical of the military 
industrial complex, which in 2024 caused a massive scandal when it was revealed that an American 
defense contractor embezzled several million under the guise of fighter jet maintenance. 
 

Reynolds is a major supporter of the sciences, having dramatically increased funding for Australian 
scientific endeavors, education and technology. Reynolds has made enemies in Southeast Asia for 
criticizing militant regimes and cutting trade links with nations perceived as acting undemocratically. This 
has also led to many Australian elites allegedly plotting to remove Reynolds from power as he has opposed 
investing in nations without the same commitments to maintaining the environment.  
 

Reynold’s Australia is a medium strength economy, with a large investment in green technologies. 
Reynolds has made it a priority to make Australia immune from the influence of foreign powers, providing 
100% of its energy and food supply in the Green Australia Policy. This has drawn criticism from China and 
India who provide food exports to Australia. 
 
Australia in space (Australian Space Agency):  
Manned Spacecraft: None 
Rocket: Electron, in collaboration with New Zealand 
Special Assets:  
 
-Outback Surveillance Network: a network of tracking stations and satellites which have been placed to 
track every single object in Earth’s orbit to assist in cleaning up orbit of debris.  
 
-100% carbon neutral green energy production from solar, wind and wave power.  
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Prime Minister of Canada: Clarissa Evanston 
 

Clarissa Evanston was nominated as TIME magazine’s most influential woman in 2028 and 2029. 
Her career as Prime Minister started with a controversial election but her support has since remained fairly 
high.  Evanston comes from a working-class family in Ottawa, the second in her family after her sister to 
attain a college education. Critics consider her rhetoric populist and divisive, but she has wide support from 
many Canadians.  
 
 Evanston’s Greater Canada policy has enacted several controversial measures, namely 
encouraging the immigration of the best scientists and engineers, through a fast track program for the most 
educated to come to Canada.  

 
Evanston has pushed for massive investment in renewable power and a sustainable food supply. 

Under Evanston, Canada struck a deal with the United States and Russia for the development of new 
thorium nuclear reactors, suited to working in the Far North. Nicknamed the Empress of the Arctic, she 
hosted the first Northern Council in 2027, a meeting of the nations with territory above the Arctic Circle. She 
has an excellent relationship with both the United States and Russia’s leaders, acting as a liaison between 
the two at international summits.  
 
 Evanston’s focus on technocracy and the perceived removal of transparent democracy in Canada 
has been controversial, but have earned her support from intellectuals and industrialists alike. Evanston 
has also been publically dismissive of the rumors that the United States has considered invading Canada, 
considering it an absurd notion.  
 
Canada in space (Canadian Space Agency - CSA):  
Manned Spacecraft: None 
Rocket: None 
Special Assets:  
 
-Prometheus Laboratory, a rumored military AI research installation in the Far North. Its existence is 
questionable at best.  
 
-Joint Lunar Research Base, collaboration with USA, Russia, Japan and EU. 
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President of Algeria: Houari Boussouff 
 

 Boussouff is of unremarkable origins, the son of a civilian pilot who joined the army and made his 
way up Algeria’s social structure. His appointment to Prime Minister is considered to be heavily backed by 
the Algerian military which he has worked to modernize and position effectively against Morrocoo.  
 
 Boussouff domestically has championed a “Silicon Valley” of North Africa, inviting entrepreneurs to 
come from all of Africa to work on his project: Africa 2100, which envisions the continent to consist entirely 
of developed states with stable low birth rates and sustainable economies. Boussouff has been criticized 
domestically for his public statements against Morocco.  He has also jailed several Algerian expats who 
have lived in France and opposed his regime. He has aligned himself closer with Russia and is good 
friends with Ivan Valenkov, from whom Algeria now purchases most if its weapons.  
 
 Massive amounts of money have been poured into Algeria’s universities, which Boussouf has 
placed as a central facet of Algerian development.  This has helped Algeria attract foreign students, 
particularly from France and the United States. Algeria is presently a developed nation with a stable 
economy and strong military. Boussouff is currently posed to win re-election in 2031.  
 
 
Algeria in Space (Algerian Space Agency - ASA):  
Manned Spacecraft: None 
Rocket: None 
Special Assets:  
 
-The Boussouff University Space Research Campus. A special project sponsored by the President himself, 
the campus is located deep in the Algerian desert. It’s a carbon neutral observatory and satellite 
tracking/building center. Students from across the world study here for degrees in space technologies, 
satellite design, etc. The university has partnerships with institutions in France, the US, Russia and all of 
Africa.   
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President of the United Mexican States: Jennifer Rivera 
 
 Rivera is a lawyer from Mexico City, descending from a family of state politicians and 
businessmen. She took the presidency on a platform of developing every Mexican state and raising the 
quality of life. Rivera has focused heavily on improving the lives of citizens, rebuilding major metropolises 
and constructing a network of clean water pipes throughout Mexico. The pipes are linked to desalination 
plants which now produce about 40% of Mexico’s drinking water.  
 
 Rivera has been accused of corruption following a deal with American companies to build the 
desalination plants. She has however been widely praised for her strong stance against nuclear weapons 
and for hosting a summit for Korean leaders during the unification talks.  
 
 As Mexico develops, Rivera has also shown an interest in building up Mexico as a space power. 
Mexico currently does not possess any space launch capability, but Rivera has discussed constructing a 
spaceport in the south of the country with several key space company leaders, including Elon Musk.  
 
  
Mexico in Space (Agencia Espacial Mexicana- AEM):  
Manned Spacecraft: None 
Rocket: None 
Special Assets:  
 
-Espejo telescope, constructed with collaboration from Spanish government, the “Looking Glass” is located 
in the Mexican desert. When completed, its array will be 32 meters across, making it second to only Chile’s 
European Extremely Large Telescope. The purpose of the Espejo is to allow for close observations of 
nearby star systems and habitable planets.  
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President of South Africa: Jacob Berman 
 

  
 Berman is the first Afrikaner leader of the nation since the end of Apartheid. Descended from a 
family of outspoken critics of the regime, Berman is a scientist first, a politician second and rarely appears 
in public interviews or gives speeches.  
 

Hailing from Pretoria, Berman holds a doctorate in geo-engineering and has been working 
tirelessly to build and develop technologies to alleviate the nation’s water crisis and help develop it.  
 
 Berman’s election was controversial in South Africa, as his predecessor largely ignored research 
and development, defunding public education in favor of low skilled factory jobs for Chinese corporations. 
Berman himself is against Chinese influence in Africa economically, but he has partnered with Beijing’s 
scientific institutes to bring together leading minds to develop Africa and build new infrastructure across the 
continent.  
 
 Berman’s massive boost to public education and universities has included the construction of a 
massive astronaut/cosmonaut training facility to simulate conditions on Mars. The project has come under 
controversy for being rushed and seemingly unnecessary for a nation which thus far does not possess its 
own large rocket.  
 

South Africa in Space (South African National Space Agency– SANSA):  
Manned Spacecraft: None 
Rocket: None 
Special Assets:  
 
-Voortrekker: A giant complex for simulating space missions and testing space technologies. Currently 
under construction, Russia, China, India and the EU have shown interest in using it. The project is 
presently behind schedule, largely due to a lack of consistent funding.  
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President of the Argentine Republic: Alejandro Bulgheroni 
 
 Bulgheroni is a former businessman turned politician. With the Argentine economy stagnating, he 
promised to utilize the resources of the nation and its people to their maximum extent. He has loosened 
restrictions on corporations, much to the ire of environmental activists. He has also pushed for the 
industrialization of Patagonia and the creation of new Argentine refineries to keep as much industry as 
possible within the country.  
 
 Bulgheroni’s domestic policy has focused on business and cooperating with Isaac Pontes in Brazil. 
He has fully supported Brazil’s road and rail projects and declared that the two nations are inseparable 
allies in South America. 
 
 Opponents have denounced Bulgheroni as a corrupt executive who will sell the nation to the 
highest bidder. He has however, greatly improved life in Buenos Aires and pushed for a massive wind farm 
to reduce Argentina’s reliance on fossil fuels. Bulgheroni has made many enemies in the now weakened 
Argentine military establishment, which views him as a weak, indecisive leader. There has been rumors of 
a foiled assassination attempt in 2028, but no firm evidence has been released by Argentine intelligence.  
  

Argentina in Space (Comison Nacional de Actividades Espaciales- CONAE) 
Manned Spacecraft: None 
Rocket: None 
Special Assets:  
 
-Estornino (Starling) rare earth mineral mine. With the constantly growing need for lithium 
and other critical elements from the electronics sector, Argentina’s recently developed 
mining complex and logistical tail has made it a critical nation in mineral production. So far, 
Argentina leads the world in rare earth minerals, with investments from all over the world 
pouring into the nation.  
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